VDD/GNA BREED SHOW ENTRY FORM

(please type or print legibly)

Location of Show: ________________________________ Date of Show: __________

Name of Dog: ________________________________ ZB Number: __________________

Whelping Date: (dd/mm/yyyy) ________________________________ DGStB Number: (VGP) __________

Sex: ________ Color: ________________________________

Mother: ________________________________ ZB Number: __________________

Father: ________________________________ ZB Number: __________________

Breeder: _____________________________________________________________

Owner: ______________________________________________________________

Handler: ______________________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________

Phone: ___________________________ Email: ____________________________

LIST ALL FIELD TEST RESULTS, DATES, AND LOCATIONS

VJP ________________________________

HZP __________________________________________________________________

VGP __________________________________________________________________

HN: ☐ Yes  ☐ Completed but waiting for certificate

Certified HD-frei and OCD-frei: ☐ Yes  ☐ Submitted but results are pending

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ZUCHTREGISTER (ZR NUMBER)

1) Dog MUST have met ALL of the breeding requirements according to Article 9 of the Verein Deutsch-Drahthaar e.V. Breeding Regulations and,

2) Dog MUST have successfully completed a HZP or VGP test and,

3) Dog MUST have a minimum score of “Good” in Hare Track and Independent Duck Search and,

4) Dog MUST be certified HD-frei and OCD-frei and,

5) Dog MUST be a minimum of 15 months old on the day of the Breed Show and,

6) Dog MUST clearly have a beard and,

7) Dog MUST NOT have been marked as “waidlaut” at any of its Association Tests in the evaluation “Manner of Hunting” If the dog has been marked as “stumm” (silent) in any of its Association Tests, it must have demonstrated itself to hunt loud on scent or sight either before or after that time.

THE FOLLOWING MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE JUDGES AT THE BREED SHOW

The original Ahnentafel (Green Pedigree), proof of Rabies vaccination, all test evaluation forms, HD & OCD Evaluations, and HN certificate. If you haven’t yet received the HN Certificate or HD & OCD Evaluation Forms, you can send the entry listing them as pending.

THE BREED SHOW ENTRY MUST INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING

Completed Breed Show Entry Form / $75 Entry fee (Payable to VDD/GNA) / Copy of Ahnentafel Copies of all Testing results e.g. VJP, HZP, VGP / Copy of HN Certificate & HD & OCD Evaluation Send entries to the appropriate Breed Show Director listed in the GNA Newsletter or on the GNA website. Entry deadline is 30 days prior to the Breed Show.